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PROJECT TITLE:
Seaside Accents Tissue Holder
DESIGNED BY:
Emma Parrott
SKILL LEVEL: (1 being the easiest, 5 being of highest difficulty)
Adult 1
TIME TO COMPLETE:
60 min. (plus drying time between coats)
Create a one-of-a-kind tissue holder to complement a
seashore theme in any room.
PROJECT TIP:
When applying Metallic Surfacer to raffia, use the finest strands of raffia and use
paint sparingly for the desired look.
SEARCH TEXT: (Please provide words which the consumer may use to search for this project.
Words in this section should be in lowercase type and separated with one space between each
word only.)

Wood tissue holder sand dollar raffia patina platinum metallic seaside seashore
shellfish sea ocean Kleenex easy expensive look home décor sophisticated
finishes modern options triangle coatings
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Use brush to apply primer to tissue holder and wooden candle cups. Allow to
dry.
2. Use brush to apply Platinum to candle cups. Allow to dry and then add a
second coat.
3. Continue with same brush to apply Platinum to outside of tissue box. While
paint is wet, spray on patina solution. Reaction will begin in 10 – 15 minutes.
Allow to dry.
4. Glue sand dollars onto front of tissue holder. Use dry brush technique to apply
Platinum onto edges of tissue holder and top and side edges of sand dollars for
highlights.
5. Use brush to apply Platinum to strands of raffia. This will dry quickly.
6. Glue painted raffia to front of tissue holder around sand dollars. Glue candle
cups to bottom underside corners of tissue box.

MATERIALS CHECKLIST:
Sophisticated Finishes Platinum Metallic Surfacer
Sophisticated Finishes Patina Blue Antiquing Solution
½” Wood Candle Cups
Wood Tissue Box
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2 Sand Dollars
Paint Brush
Foam Brush
Paint Pallet
Spray Bottle
Raffia
Hot Glue Gun, Glue Sticks
Finishing Nails
1” Foam Brush
Paper (to protect work surface)

